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A Pagan Hero Robert Champigny 1969 This book is a volume in the Penn Press Anniversay Collection. To mark its 125th anniversary in 2015, the University of Pennsylvania Press reissued more than 1,100 titles from its press’s distinguished backlist from 1899-1999 that had fallen out of print. Spanning an entire century, the Anniversary Collection offers peer-reviewed scholarship in a wide range of subject areas.

Albert Camus: The Ecstasy of the Human Mind Revisited

James W. Woodell 1975 FaithSongs includes everything needed to teach and use music with children in choir, worship, and Sunday school. FaithSongs was created to enhance the participation of children in worship. The use of music helps the children “get into the spirit” of the service. The songs in this volume that remind them to “Be Still and Know,” to “light one Candle for Waiting,” and to say “How Majestate is Your Name.” With 125 songs, FaithSongs includes a wide variety of songs and musical styles including traditional children’s songs, praise and worship songs, glory songs, movie songs, hymns, and spirituals. The practical helps and ideas found in the Leader/Accompanion Edition were written by people who work with children every week in choirs and Sunday schools. Full pianof and vocal score, guitar chords, teaching hints, ideas, and indexes.

The Stranger Raymond Gay-Crozier 2002 “Gale Study Guides to Great Literature is a unique reference line composed of three series: “Literary Masters, Literary Masterpieces and Literary Topics. Convenient, comprehensive and targeted toward current course work, these guides present authors, titles and topics into context for high school and college students as well as general researchers. Each ‘Literary Masters volume includes an interpretative analysis of a basic biographical information. The related ‘Literary Masterpieces volume explores a major title from this author’s works in detail. Finally, the ‘Literary Topics volume places the work and author within a relevant literary movement or genre.
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